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What Are The Best Ways To Budget Personal Finances? 

Budgeting is an effective way of managing personal finances and attaining financial 

sustainability. A comprehensive is a reflection of a written plan on how a person can spend his or 

her income within a stipulated period. By creating a budget, a person is placed in an excellent 

position to make sustainable financial decisions in advance and stay prepared for all the 

unforeseen situations that may be financially demanding. People with excellent budgeting skills 

develop the capacity to build their wealth and take control of their expenses.  This paper argues 

that the best ways of budgeting for personal finances include tracking one’s financial spending 

and identifying gaps, setting realistic financial goals and forging a pragmatic financial plan. 

The first way of personal budgeting is by tracking one’s spending from time to time. 

Keeping track of expenditure helps one in categorizing his or her needs to make meaningful 

adjustments. According to Navickas, Gudaitis and Krajnakova (2014), having a clear trail of 

expenditure also helps one in determining the things he or she is spending the most finances on 

and identify areas that can be readjusted. This can be done by listing all the fixed expenses 

including all the periodic monthly bills like rent or mortgage. In many occasions, it may be 

difficult to cut on the regular costs but knowing their amount helps one in managing personal 

finances (Brooks & Mukherjee, 2013). Also, tracking spending can be done by developing a list 

of variable expenses that have the possibility of changing on a monthly basis including groceries 

and entertainment. Developing such as a list helps a person identify opportunities to reduce the 

costs. 

The second effective way of personal budgeting of finances is by setting financial and 

personal goals. Before starting to sift through the information that one has tracked, it is 

appropriate for one to develop a comprehensive list of all the essential financial goals that one 
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wants to meet in both short-and long-term bases (Navickas, Gudaitis & Krajnakova, 2014). On 

the one hand, short-term goals should not take not be more than one year to achieve. On the other 

hand, long-term goals including saving for children’s education and retirement have a possibility 

of taking years to reach. Goals should be flexible, and it is vital for a person to identify his or her 

priorities before starting to plan a budget (Brooks & Mukherjee, 2013).  

The third way of personal budgeting is by planning. Usually, it is instrumental for a 

person to use the compiled list of variable and fixed expenses in getting a sense of what he or she 

will spend on the future. Using the list of fixed expenses, a person envisages fairly accurately the 

amount of money that he or she has to budget for. Joo (2008) argues that it is usually advisable 

for one to use his or her past spending habits to guide them when predicting their variable 

expenses. Planning helps one in sorting their needs literary by differentiating the things the one 

needs to have from those that one wants to have.   

In retrospect, personal finances require proper budgeting for it to be effective and 

efficient. Budgeting involves developing a workable plan of how to spend money. Developing a 

viable spending plan gives a person an opportunity to determine whether he or she will have 

sufficient funds to cater for his or her needs. Effective ways of personal budgeting involve 

adjusting ones spending habits after tracking spending patterns, setting realistic personal and 

financial goals as well as planning on one's income. People who document their income and 

spending can identify the areas where they have extra money or where they can cut back so that 

they have adequate finances to meet their goals. 
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